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Abstract. A high-order discontinuous Galerkin Finite Element solver is developed for solving
electro-fluid-dynamics problems. The solver is employed to perform numerical simulations of
deformation of a droplet suspended in another immiscible liquid by applying steady and
oscillatory electric fields. The level set method is adopted to represent the common interface
of the droplet and surrounding medium. Electrostatics equation with a jump in the dielectric
property at the interface is solved to find the electric field distribution. The incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations including the surface tension force are solved to find the flow field.
The Electrostatics and Navier-Stokes equations are coupled through changes in the geometry
because of the deformation of the droplet and the dielectrophoretic body force, which is
present at the interface.
1 INTRODUCTION
Numerical simulations of deformation of a droplet in steady and oscillatory electric fields
are performed in the present study. The droplet, which is shown in figure 1, is suspended in
another immiscible fluid with the same density and viscosity but a different dielectric property
(permittivity). The droplet and surrounding fluid are considered as perfect dielectrics. By
applying an electric field, the fluids are polarized and because of the jump in the dielectric
property, the dielectrophoretic force exerts at the interface of the droplet and surrounding
fluid. The droplet continues to deform until a force balance between the electric force,
pressure and surface tension force is achieved and the droplet becomes a spheroid, see e.g.
Torza et al. [1]. The deformation of the droplet is defined in figure 1.
A two-way coupling exists between the fluid and electric sub-problems. On one-hand, the
electric force exerts at the interface of the droplet and surrounding fluid and on the other hand,
the deformation of the droplet changes the geometry for the electric field computation.
Therefore, an electromechanical approach is required, which includes solving the governing
equations of both electric and fluid fields, computing the electric force and capturing the
movement of the interface of the droplet and surrounding fluid. Supeene et al. [2] have
considered a moving mesh approach to find the movement of the interface, which is suitable
for small deformations. Hua et al. [3] have used a front tracking/finite volume method. In the
present study, a high-order discontinuous Galerkin Finite Element method (DG) is employed
and a one-fluid approach is followed, which enables us to solve one set of the governing
equations for the droplet and surrounding fluid.
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Figure 1: A droplet suuspended in annother immisccible liquid with
w a differen
nt dielectric prroperty. Deforrmation of
nse to applyinng an electric field is shownn.
the dropleet, d, in respon

2 ME
ETHODOLOGY
The interface is representedd as the zerro iso-valuee of a level set function
n, M. The gooverning
equationns are the electrostattics, contin
nuity, incom
mpressible Navier-Stok
kes and leevel- set
advectioon equation
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y and ĭ is thhe electric potential.
p
Foor the case of
o steady
where  ܭrepresents the dielectrric property
or slow
wly
& oscillatinng electric fields, the electrostaticcs equationns are valid,, where thee electric
field, E, is defined as the graddient of the electric pottential and a Laplace eqquation is ssolved to
computee the electriic potential. A diffuse interface model
m
is useed to regularrize the jum
mp in the
dielectriic property at the interfface. A signned-distancee level set function
f
is used
u
in com
mbination
with thee diffuse intterface moddel to assuree the same thickness
t
off the interface everywhhere. The
solutionn algorithm is shown inn figure 2. For
F more infformation seee Emamy [4].
The governing equations are
a discretizzed using the
t DG meethod within
n an in-houuse CFD
Kummer [5]. The DG method
m
empploys a highh-order locaal polynomiial representtation of
code, K
the soluution. How
wever, the locality off the solutiion makes it disconttinuous at the cell
boundarries. To solv
ve the incom
mpressible Navier-Stokkes and con
ntinuity equuations, a prrojection
scheme is employeed. Considerring that thee inter-cell discontinuitty of the soolution may be large
in case of low ressolution (cooarse grids//low polynoomial degreees), the prrojection sccheme is
adaptedd for the DG
G method, E
Emamy [6],, to providee a long-term
m stable an
nd accurate scheme.
Moreovver, a DG weak-formul
w
lation is useed to compuute derivatiives of the flow field variables
v
and elecctric potentiial.
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The surface tension force is modeled using the continuum surface force model (CSF),
Brackbill et al. [7]. To decrease the intrinsic spurious velocities, the surface tension force
is
&
computed by using high-order polynomials for computation of the normal vector, n , and
curvature, ț. The normal vector is computed as the gradient of a signed-distance level set
function, M SD . The curvature is the divergence of the normal vector by definition. A
reinitialization equation is solved in each time step to find M SD from the level set function M ,
which provides the position of the interface by solving the level set advection equation,
Mousavi [8].

Figure 2: The solution algorithm for the coupled Electro-Fluid-Dynamics problem.

To find the electric potential, the Laplace equation is discretized using an interior penalty
method (IP-MCP), which Emamy [4] has provided for the case of a regularized jump in the
coefficient (dielectric property). After solving for the electric potential, the electric field and
electric force are computed. The electric force is added as a body force to the Navier-Stokes
equations, (1).
3

NUMERICAL RESULTS

To perform the numerical simulations, a Reynolds numbers of 1 is considered because the
physical problem, which we consider, is a creeping flow. The numerical settings and
boundary conditions from Karcher [9] are shown in figure 3. In figure 4, a test case with a
negligible surface tension force is considered. In absence of the surface tension force, the
droplet continues to deform in response to the electric force and there is no equilibrium state.
The droplet preserves the shape of an ellipse while deforming. A convergence study for this
test case is performed by grid refinement, which is shown in figure 5. Using polynomial
degrees of 5 for the flow field variables, a convergence rate of 3.25 is achieved for the
coupled problem. A reduced convergence rate is expected because of the regularization of the
jump in the dielectric property at the interface.
Including the surface tension force, in figure 6, effect of the size of the computational
domain and boundary conditions on the deformation of the droplet in the equilibrium state,
d, is studied. Dirichlet velocity (wall) and Dirichlet pressure boundary conditions are
compared. For larger domains, influence of the boundary conditions becomes smaller. For
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this testt case, which
h includes the
t surface tension
t
forcce, we have applied thee capillary time
t
step
size resttriction [7] and modifieed it for thee high-orderr DG method as

'tC

We h 3
,
2S k 6

(2)

where, W
We is the Weber
W
numbber, h is thee element siize and k iss the polynoomial degreee for the
pressuree and velociity.
As a final test case, an oscillating
o
electric
e
potential diffeerence withh frequency of 1 is
applied as the bounndary condiition. Deforrmation of the
t droplet versus timee is shown in
i figure
7, whichh has a perriod of 0.5. This meanns that the ddroplet osciillates with a frequenc
& y that is
twice thhe excitatioon frequenccy. This freequency is expected by the preseence of | E |2 in the
formulaation of the dielectrophhoretic forcee as a body force
f
in the Navier-Sto
okes equatioons.
4

CON
NCLUSIONS

The coupled eleectro-fluid-ddynamics siimulations, predict the expected physical
p
behhavior of
a perfecct dielectricc droplet suuspended in
i another perfect
p
diellectric imm
miscible fluiid when
steady aand oscillattory electricc fields are applied. Appplying a steady electrric field thee droplet
deformss to an ellip
pse for 2D simulationss. In case of
o the negliggible surfacce tension force
f
the
droplet continues to deform unntil it burstss. In presennce of the suurface tensioon force thee droplet
reaches an equilibbrium state. If the coomputationaal domain is
i large ennough the effect
e
of
boundarry conditionns on the deformation
d
n in equilibbrium state is negligible. Consideering the
surface tension forcce, the capillary time step
s size restriction is modified
m
forr the high-oorder DG
method. In case of an oscillatoory electric field the droplet oscillaates with a frequency, which is
twice thhe excitation
n frequencyy.

Figure 3:
3 A droplet suspended inn another imm
miscible liquidd with a diffferent dielectrric property. Boundary
conditionns for the fluid
d and electric sub-problems
s
are shown.
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Figure 44: A droplet, which
w
is susppended in ano
other immiscible fluid withh a jump ratio
o of 2 in the dielectric
property at the interfacce, is considerred. The surfaace tension foorce is neglectted. Iso-lines of the electricc potential
wn on the first row. Pseudo-colors of thee pressure andd vectors of thhe velocity arre shown on the
t second
are show
row. An electric potenntial differencee of 4 is appllied. The com
mputational domain is a [-2,, 2]×[-2, 2] sqquare. The
c
is employ
yed. Polynom
mial degree
half-thickkness of the reegularized inteerface is 1/8. A Cartesian grrid of 24×24 cells
of 8 for th
the electric pootential and 5 for the pressuure, velocity aand level set function
fu
are ussed. A time sttep size of
0.01 is ussed.

Figure 5: Convergencce study is perrformed for th
he test case of a droplet suuspended in annother immisccible fluid
with a jum
mp ratio of 2 in the dielectrric property att the interfacee. L2-norm off divergence of the velocity is shown,
as a measure for the error,
e
vs. the element
e
size, h, after the first
f
time step. The computtational domaain is a [0,
T half-thick
kness of the reegularized
2]×[-2, 2] quadrilateraal, where a symmetry bounndary is used at x=0 axis. The
o 8 for the ellectric potentiaal and 5 for th
he pressure, veelocity and thhe level set
interface is 1/7. Polynoomial degree of
me step size of
o 0.01 is applied.
function aare used. A tim
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Figure 6: Deformationn, d, vs. time, t, is shown fo
or a test case with
w a jump raatio of 10 in th
he dielectric property
p
at
the interfface and a Weber number of 0.1. Differen
nt domain sizees and boundaary conditionss are tested. Wall
W stands
for a no--slip boundarry condition for
f the velocity and presssure-outlet (PO) stands forr a Dirichlet boundary
conditionn for the presssure. The halff-thickness of the regularizeed interface and
a the elemen
nt size of the Cartesian
grids are 1/8. Polynom
mial degrees of 8 for the eleectric potentiaal and 5 for thhe pressure, veelocity and the level set
me step size of
o 5×10-4 is ussed by considering the capiillary time stepp size restrictiion.
function aare used. A tim

v time, t, for a test case off an oscillatingg droplet. An oscillating
Figure 7: Relative defformation, d/d, is shown vs.
o
potential difference off 4cos(2ʌt) is applied. A juump ratio of 10
1 in the dieleectric propertyy at the interfface and a
Weber nuumber of 0.1 are
a consideredd. The dashedd line shows thhe relative meean value of 0.48.
0
The com
mputational
domain iis a [-2, 2]×[-2, 2] square with the waall boundary conditions.
c
Thhe half-thickn
ness of the reegularized
interface and the element size of thee Cartesian grrid are 1/8. Poolynomial deggrees of 8 for the electric potential, 5
for the prressure and velocity
v
and 4 for the levell set function are used. A time step sizee of 5×10-4 is
i used by
considering the capillaary time step size restrictionn.
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